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2017 Lone Star Region Convention

By Robert Ashcraft

BAYOU CITY LIMITED
2017 LONE STAR REGION CONVENTION
JUNE 7 – 11, 2017

Well…the Ol’ Bayou City Limited has completed its run and what a run it was. Thanks to all the hard
work of the convention committees it was a big success. We had 143 registrants including wives and
youth.
The convention kicked off Wednesday evening with excellent clinics and lots of catching up with old
friends. Thursday opened with tours to the GBW Railcar Service facilities and the Beauchan Rail Services.
The participants really looked sharp in the custom decaled hardhats provided by the San Jac Club. The
ladies toured Brookwood Community in Brookshire, Texas and enjoyed shopping and lunch on the
grounds. For those not touring there were excellent clinics during the morning with layout tours and
operation sessions in the afternoon. One of the highlights of the convention was the Thursday evening B-B
-Q at the Rosenberg Railroad Museum. About 120 feasted on smoked brisket and chicken with all the
fixings. Everyone got to visit the museum exhibits including the restored Tower 17 and the Quebec heavy
weight business car…and watch trains! Friday began with clinics, a tour to METRORail facilities and a
tour to Lanier Theological Library and the Antique Center of Texas. The afternoon saw more layout tours
and operation sessions which extended into the evening. Saturday started early with clinics and layout
tours. During all this daily activity convention goers got to view and vote on outstanding models in the
contest room. Saturday evening concluded with the Banquet featuring an excellent meal and an equally
excellent presentation by keynote speaker Joe McMillan. I wish I could include more detail, but time and
space won’t let me. I do, however, want to thank all those whose hard work made this a great convention:
Ed Dibble, Tom Marsh, Cathy Ashcraft, Brian Jansky, Steve Sandifer, Bob Barnett, Loren Neufeld, Chuck
Lind, Craig Brantley, Kelly Russell, Dave Shafer, Tom Bailey, David Currey, Jim Lemmond, Bob Sabol,
Mike Brignac and especially my trusted advisor and co-chair Randall Wilson.
Thank you to all who attended and helped where I didn’t see. It took all of us.
Robert Ashcraft
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2017 Lone Star Region Convention
San Jacinto Model Railroad Club president Bob Barnett
presented the club's Freitag Award to Lone Star Region
co-chairman Randall Wilson and general chairman
Robert Ashcraft at the LSR's annual convention in
Houston.
photo by Kelly Russell

photos by Robert Ashcraft
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WEB World #3

By Kelly Russell

Here is the third issue of WEB World where we
will report on interesting model railroad websites.
This month – RS Laser Kits
http://www.rslaserkits.com/
What a find this one was… they feature kits and
details in ALL scales Z through O. The home page
indicates that they supply structure kits, details,
rolling stock and building supplies. They are also
a distributer for Aspenmodel and will make custom
kits. There is even a free downloadable multiscale ruler that you can print. They also carry
Bragdon weathering powders, a variety of building
supplies, scenic supplies and books. Focusing in
on HO structures, there are over 40 structures
including water towers, depots, western main street
buildings, shacks and the one that caught my eye –
a log cabin. HO Details include the coolest farm
and delivery wagons, 6 types of fences and even a
picnic table kit. The rolling stock kits are few,
include a 24 ft logging caboose and flat car. But
the find of the year is their scratch building
supplies page. Do you need Victorian house eve
decorations or screen/storm doors? They also have
sheet roofing material in 8 colors and 4 styles. And
you should see the trusses, sidings and roofing
sheets available in N scale !
There you have it ... another hidden treasure on the
Internet.

Notes From the Observation Car

By Don Formanek

Book review: by Don Formanek

The Car Builder’s Dictionary (1879). An illustrated vocabulary of terms which
designate American railroad cars, their parts and attachment. Hardbound 5-1/4” x
8-1/2”, 575 pages. A very useful book if you are modeling early railroading. I
found it very interesting and informative about a lot of terminology that I was not
familiar with.
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Improving Athearn Engine Performance

By Mark Couvillion

Athearn’s Blue Box engines are some of the best value-priced locomotives in the HO model railroad market.
Right out of the box, they can be sluggish and noisy, however. With a little TLC, they will perform very well
for many years.
The first thing to do with an Athearn engine is to take it apart. Remove the shell from the chassis and
carefully place it aside. If there are windows, grab irons, horns, or other details that need to be installed, do it
when the shell is off the chassis and apply glue from the inside of the shell. I recommend Testor’s liquid
cement (actually a solvent) and a very small artist’s brush. Use the least amount of solvent possible. You
may need to enlarge the holes slightly with a small drill bit in a pin vise. If the grab irons are rather long
inside the shell, trim off from the inside with diagonal cutters.
Athearn’s engines originally had a metal bar across the top of the motor that makes electrical contact with the
trucks. This bar is not reliable and needs to be replaced with a wire. We’ll get to that later. Remove the bar
and put it aside. Carefully grasp the motor and rock it side to side while pulling gently to remove it from the
frame. The universal joints and/or the drive shafts will come apart as you pull. Place all loose parts in the
Athearn box to prevent loss.
Holding the motor in your hand, grasp one flywheel and pull the armature back and forth in your hand.
There should be minimal free play in the movement of the armature along its shaft in the motor frame. If
there is excessive end play, you will need to take it out. Kadee has 0.010” and 0.015” shims used for
adjusting coupler height. Use one or more of these to remove the slack. Cut a small “VEE” in the side of the
shim such that the narrow opening is toward the inside of the shim. Notice where the brushes of the motor
ride on the armature. Typically when there is a lot of slack, the motor armature pushes toward one end when
running in one direction and toward the other when in the opposite direction. You need to insert the shims in
the end that allows the brushes to ride in the same location in the center of the armature regardless of motor
direction. Using needlenose pliers, slip the shim in the gap at the end of the armature inside the motor frame.
It should be a close fit but not tight. Rotate the armature in the frame. It should turn freely. If it does not,
remove the shim and try a smaller one. If you are already trying to install a 0.010” shim, and it is too tight,
you don’t really need a shim. If there is still a lot of end-play after the first shim is installed, try installing a
second one.
Now, remove the clips on the brushes. There are springs under the clips, so do it over a box or in a plastic
bag so that you don’t lose the springs. Start at the end by the commutator (the shiny brass part that the
brushes ride on) and carefully pry it up. Place the clips, springs, and brushes in the box. Now, cut a 4” piece
of 600 grit sandpaper the width of the commutator and loop it through the frame around the commutator.
You will use this to clean and polish the commutator. Making a U-shape, hold the ends of the sandpaper in
one hand and gently rotate the motor armature in the other such that the sandpaper polishes the commutator
uniformly. It should be bright and shiny. New engines don’t take very long – older ones may take some
time. You want to get the scratches and dirt off the commutator. Take a sharp hobby knife and clear any
dust from the groove between the five portions of the commutator. Try not to scratch your polished work!
While the motor is apart, take the clip from the top of the motor (the flat one) and either sand or scratch the
inside of the outer loop on the end where the brush and spring go. When this is bright and shiny, hold the
clip in a needlenose pliers and heat with a soldering iron. Tin (melt a little solder) on the shiny area. This
will be where we will attach the wires to improve electrical contact. Take a 6” section of small stranded
wire, 20 – 24 AWG is fine, and strip about 1/4” from the end. Twist the strands to control any strays, and
then tin the end of the wire, using just a small amount of solder. Heat the clip and solder the wire to the clip
(at 90 degrees to the clip). Let cool.
Replace the brushes, springs, and clips. Note that the bottom of the engine has a seam in the magnet housing
(silver portion of the motor) that is not evident on the top side.
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Improving Athearn Engine Performance (cont.)

By Mark Couvillion

(NOTE: If you plan to convert the engine to DCC, install the top clip on the bottom and flatten the prongs of
the lower clip and install it on the top. Place a small strip of electrical tape on the unpainted portion of the
frame where the prongs contacted the frame. This effectively isolates the motor from the frame.)
Lubricate the motor with a needle oiler, using automotive transmission fluid (Dexron II or III). DO NOT use
Labelle, 3-in-1, sewing machine, SAE 30 weight, or oil of any kind. Use transmission fluid only. Place a
tiny drop on the motor shaft where it passes through the bronze bushing at each end of the motor. Connect
the motor to a small transformer with alligator clips and turn the power on. The motor should turn freely and
run very fast at very low voltage. You can hold the motor in your hand, it won’t shock you. Just don’t
interfere with the moving parts! Run it at a medium voltage in one direction for several minutes, changing
the voltage slightly, then stop the motor, change the polarity, and run it in the other direction. You should be
able to get the motor to run at very low voltage in both directions, such that you can actually count the
rotations of the armature. When you have, you are ready to move on to the trucks. Place the motor aside.
Take the chassis and scratch the top of the frame on the side next to the vertical electrical connectors on the
trucks. This will help you know which end the trucks go to when putting the engine back together. Remove
the trucks from the chassis by removing the clip at the top of the truck that holds the worm gear in place.
Disassemble the trucks by carefully removing the clips on the bottom and top. Use a small hobby knife or
screwdriver to pry the sides of the clips off the catches on the side. Once the clips are off, remove the axles
from the truck. You might have to move the side of the truck apart slightly to get enough clearance. Put the
axles aside for the moment. Pull the two halves of the truck apart. Inside are the drive gears and idler gear
(s). Pull each out of the truck and put on a paper towel. Remove any and all grease that may be inside the
gear box and on the gears. A paper towel and small screwdriver work well but take a little time. Check the
teeth of the gears for any flash that might remain. Trim any flash off with a sharp hobby knife. Check the
truck carefully for flash and remove any found. Place the gears back on their shafts and lubricate lightly with
a small drop of transmission fluid. Place the two halves of the truck together and replace the top clip to hold
them together.
Twist the wheels on the axles while pulling apart to remove them from the axles. The wheels are half-shafts,
insulated from each other by the plastic gear in the center. Older engines each have a sintered bronze
bushing between the gear and the wheel. Don’t lose them! If you can afford to, replace the Athearn wheels
with better ones from Northwest Short Line. Your hobby shop should be able to tell you which ones are
direct replacements. If not, you will need to polish the wheel treads and axles. Use a drill or drill press
(easiest) to hold the shaft of the wheel, and use the 600 grit sandpaper, in thin strips, to polish the wheel’s
tread while the wheels are turning in the drill. [Better still, use a small wire wheel. Mount the wire wheel in
the drill press and hold the half axle in a pin vise.] Athearn’s sintered wheels won’t get shiny, but there will
be a noticeable difference in the surface after a minute or so of polishing. Polish the axles where the bronze
bushing goes, too. Wipe the wheel surfaces after polishing to remove debris and oil or grease that may
transfer from the wire wheel. After all of the wheels are polished (or replaced), slip a bushing on the halfshaft and then slip the half shaft into a gear. Push the shaft all the way in on each side. Check the gauge
between the flanges with an NMRA track gauge. You will have to twist the wheels slightly away from the
gear to get them in gauge. Ideally, there should be a little play when the flanges are in the wheel gauge
grooves, so that the axles can move side-to-side just a tiny bit. You’ll know what I mean when you get it
right. If it is too tight, twist one wheel while turning it in or out until the gauge is right. Try to have the same
amount of space between the end of the gear and the inside of the wheel on both sides. When all are done, it
is time to reassemble the trucks.
Drop the axles back in the trucks and align the bronze bushings in the metal slots on each side. These slots
transfer electricity from the wheels to the metal contacts on the trucks, and ultimately to the motor. Lightly
lubricate with transmission fluid the bronze bearings and axles, and place a few drops on the teeth of the
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Improving Athearn Engine Performance (cont.)

By Mark Couvillion

gears as you turn the wheels. Rotate the gears to distribute the lubrication to all the gear teeth. Replace the
bottom clip on the truck and then check that the wheels turn freely. Roll the truck on a glass surface. It
should roll freely, about 6 inches when pushed slightly. Both trucks should roll about the same distance with
the same effort. If one is sluggish, find out why before continuing.
Check that the flat metal contact with the hole in the center (in the middle of the top of the truck) is flat and
parallel to the top of the table (glass) that you tested the trucks on. It must be level for the engine to ride
level. If it is not, use a small needlenose pliers or flat-blade screwdriver to straighten it. You should not
have to bend it very much.
On the top of the other metal clip, the one the metal bar rode under, scratch and/or sand the top of the bar to
prepare it for solder. Take a large alligator clip and attach it to the bar to act as a heat sink. Heat the end of
the bar and melt a small amount of solder in the scratched area. Let cool. Do this for both trucks.
An alternative method which I prefer is to cut the vertical metal bar to remove most of it from the truck.
Using large diagonal pliers, I position the pliers parallel to the bottom of the truck (parallel to the railhead
location) and crimp the pliers on the metal bar as hard as I can. This leaves an imprint in the metal bar that
weakens it at that location. I then use other pliers to flex and stress the metal along the impression until it
breaks. I add solder along the edge of the meal at the top of the bar where I can solder the end of the wire(s)
I intend to connect to the truck. Do this for both trucks. An advantage over not removing the bar is that there
is now more room in the confines of the engine shell for a speaker and baffle, extra wiring, lights, a decoder,
etc.
Flip the chassis over and look at the king pins that the trucks ride on. The surface around the pins should be
shiny, as this is an electrical connection. If there is black paint there, polish it off with a small wire wheel or
sandpaper. If you are NOT installing a DCC decoder, you might want to polish the groove where the lower
contact of the motor makes contact with the frame. Get all the paint out of this area. Now you are ready for
re-assembly.
Replace the trucks in the chassis, noting the location of the connector relative to the frame. If you get the
trucks backwards, your engine will run in the opposite direction of all your other engines! Replace the worm
gear and lightly lubricate the bushings with transmission fluid. Press the motor back into its recess, making
sure the prongs on the lower clip fully contact the frame. Replace the drive shafts and universal joints.
Rotate the armature by a flywheel and make sure everything turns freely. Now, connect a transformer to the
motor and test it. Using small alligator clips, clip one lead to the wire on the upper motor clip and the other
lead to the chassis. You might have to find an area where the paint is thin on the chassis, like the coupler
pocket or a light base (I usually remove these on mine). Holding the engine in your hand, or at least lightly
on the glass surface, turn on the transformer. The engine should run smoothly and quietly. Run it in both
directions, looking and listening for any binding or unusual noises. If all is well, turn off the transformer and
disconnect the test leads.
Get another 6” piece of stranded 20 – 24 AWG wire and strip and tin one end. Solder this end to the top of
the connector on the truck away from the commutator on the motor. Remember to use your heat sink on the
contactor! Take the wire and thread it under the upper clip of the motor to hold it out of the way of moving
parts, and cut it and the wire from the upper clip of the motor at the location of the contactor over the other
truck, such that there is a little play in the wire but not much excess. Strip and tin the wire ends, twist them
together and solder them to the contactor on the truck. Swivel both trucks to make sure there is no binding
and the wires do not interfere with the moving parts of the engine. Place the engine on the track and try it
out. If all is well, replace the shell, mount the couplers and check their height, then report to the Roadmaster
of Engines and get a train to haul.
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Improving Athearn Engine Performance (cont.)

By Mark Couvillion

Installing a decoder requires a few minor modifications to the wiring, but if you are confident in your ability
to install a decoder, you can figure out what needs to be changed. If not, let me know. This installation
presumes that you will remove the thermonuclear headlight from the Athearn cab. I usually install a bidirectional, constant intensity lighting circuit in the wiring to the motor for DC installations, but did not
describe that above. There are no lights in this installation. Lights make the engine!
Good luck in using this technique. I have had a guy at the hobby shop accuse me of remotoring an Athearn
engine because it ran as smoothly and quietly as an Atlas or Stewart. Really, it’s all original Athearn! Any
questions, let me know.
Mark Couvillion
(originally written on December 6, 2009, but it was never published.)

Derail Archives December 2003

Submitted by Richard Louvet

The Choo-choo Hut” Is Open
or – If it wasn’t for San Jac, how could this have happened?
by Don Bozman
On November 19, 2003 “The Choo-choo Hut” was formally opened to the public. The ceremony was
highlighted by six patients from Texas Children’s Hospital (two in wheel chairs with IVs hanging down)
opening the curtains and pushing all the buttons to simultaneously start 6 trains, a trolley, the funicular,
numerous animated and lighted areas plus 5 sound systems. It was truly a spectacular event that marked the
beginning of a wonderful attraction and diversion for the kids and their parents for years to come.
The layout was the vision and gift of Charlotte and Dr. Jamil Azzam. I
designed it, but it was built by a core group of six. Dave Shafer designed
and built the electronic controls for this totally automatic (unmanned)
system plus he redesigned and rebuilt our sound systems, Gil Freitag
provided his masterful touch to create the most beautiful scenery I’ve ever
seen plus remotored all the carnival rides to withstand 24/7 running, Tracy
Mitchell built numerous kits and scratch built structures plus provided the
detail painting, Ronnie Pendleton put in more hours than anyone doing a
bit of everything from project start to finish, and Robert Ashcraft was
close behind.
Additional San Jac club members who contributed
their time and modeling skills included Bob Barnett,
Mike Brignac, Peter Bryan, Ray Byer, Bob
Dannenbrink, Dale Farney, Gilbert Freitag, Gus
Freitag (& daughter Diane), Chuck Lind, Mike
Little, Loren Neufeld, Gary Saxton, Cecil Stewart,
Abraham Tolbert, and Wayne Weiss. Then just
about everybody in the club painted people for the
layout.
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The Hobby Bench

By Pete Leach

A Moose Sighting in Texas!
During the 2016 National Narrow Gauge Convention in Augusta, Maine, Gary Kohler of Portland
Locomotive Works showed me a 3D printed model of a moose in O scale he produced. I thought it
would be cool to have one on my layout, so I bought one from him for my Maine-themed layout.
The moose is the largest member of the deer family and the tallest land mammal in North America at 6
feet tall from feet to shoulder. The adult males (bulls) weigh between 1200 and 1600 pounds with
antlers 4 – 5 feet across. The word moose comes from the Algonquin (native American tribe) word for
“twig eater.” They range across Canada and northern US states where the temperatures are not too hot.
I have a 6-ft long run between the two towns on my layout that needed some love. I thought a swampy
wetlands mini-scene would be a perfect setting for my new moose, and would help break up the
expanse of grass and trees.

1 – A moose is spotted in Kohler swamp as the northbound mid-day mixed train approaches in the distance
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The Hobby Bench

By Pete Leach
The planning followed my typical method for model building: research, drawings, and the gathering
materials needed for the project. The drawing consisted of marking the location for the water directly
on the layout. I decided to use EnviroTex Lite® to model the water. I have never used it before so this
would be good practice for me. My Wiscasset waterfront and wharf area will need a lot of water!

I took several photos of a small pond across the road from the WW&F Museum in Sheepscot, Maine
during my NNGC trip to get an idea of color and texture for late summer. I did get several strange
looks from other railfans as I had my back to the trains taking pictures of weeds!

2 - Small pond in Sheepscot, Maine - Sep 2016

Construction took place over a long weekend. After scraping away the base scenery I had originally
installed, I used Ground Goop to shape a new shoreline. I painted the plywood bottom black with dark
brown blended along edges. The base scenery was brought up to the edge of the pond with layers of
real dirt, ground foam, and grass mat from JTT Scenery.
The cattails are also from JTT Scenery. The key to a realistic look is planting them as close together as
possible. They are glued into holes drilled into the plywood base. I used artist paints to tone down
some of the bright colors and to provide variety.
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The Hobby Bench

By Pete Leach
The EnviroTex Lite® water was poured in 4 thin layers, each less than 1/8” thick. I “planted” the water
lilies (also from JTT) into the water once the first layer started to set up. I let that layer cure for a few
days so they would be firmly attached. I used Mars Black and Primary Yellow acrylics to add some
underwater growth between the last 2 layers. This is the same technique I’ve demonstrated in my
Backdrop Painting clinics. You can see some of this “scum” to the left and right of the lily pad patch in
the Fig 3. All that was left was to add some details, such as an old log, additional plants from Silflor®
along the edge, and some trees in the background.

3 - View of the swamp from above

Creating this “model” was a lot of fun. I worked with new materials and got some ideas on how to
finish my waterfront and wharf areas. I think my moose looks quite at home in his new surroundings.
You won’t find a moose roaming the Texas wetlands but you can see one here in Tomball! If you
haven’t made a pond, swamp, or wetland, give it a try. What’s on your Hobby Bench?
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Peter Bryan Investments

By Randall Wilson

Residents of Nacogdoches were surprised when a new billboard was erected beside the
Southern Pacific "Rabbit" tracks. The new billboard is for Peter Bryan Investments.
Bryan Investments is well known among the railroad community. For more than a decade
Bryan Investments has had a red ink warehouse on the Stony Creek and Western Railroad.
Mr. Bryan himself first saw the new
billboard while serving as a road engineer
on the "Rabbit" during the recent Lone Star
Region convention. He seemed to be quite
surprised!
Later that same day Mr. Bryan would work
as yardmaster on the Stony Creek and
Western Railroad. Again, he seemed quite
surprised to find a duplicate Peter Bryan
Investments billboard on the Stony Creek
and Western.
Management of several railroads in the
Houston area have contacted Southern
Pacific's "Rabbit" marketing department for
information on their own Peter Bryan
Investments billboard. Numerous duplicates
should be appearing on Houston railroads in
the near future.
Randall Wilson
Superintendent Southern Pacific's "Rabbit"
and sometimes billboard erector

Barbecue at the Rosenberg Railroad Museum
Steve Sandifer and Brian Jansky eating barbecue at the
Rosenberg Railroad Museum on a kiddie's table.
“We gotta get back at Robert Ashcraft for these barbecue
table assignments.”
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Replacing Knuckles
Mark Couvillion's Hogger's Luck article in the June
Derail gave me the idea for the following article.
Thanks, Mark!
Broken knuckles are one of the things trainmen detest
the most. It is backbreaking work carrying one of
those things. I think they weighed about sixty
pounds when I was working on the Mop, but now can
weigh over seventy-five pounds. Things just keep
getting bigger and heavier on the railroad as time
plods on. What! You say sixty pounds doesn't sound
that heavy? Picture the weight of four bowling balls
compacted down into the shape of a knuckle.
In fact, when I applied for work on the railroad, one
of the tests given (besides the written one) was to
carry a knuckle from one side of the clerk's office to
the other—about ten feet. I did that easy enough, but
that was just ten feet. Unfortunately, when a broken
knuckle happens on the railroad and a replacement
has to be moved to where the broken one is, it's
usually a lot, and I mean a lot, longer than ten feet,
and the footing is a lot worse than the linoleum tile in
a railroad clerk's office.
One of Mark Couvillion's “Hogger's Luck fortunes”
in his Derail article was a broken knuckle that needed
to be replaced. I thought there might be members
interested in the logistics of how that might be
accomplished, so here goes. Don those heavy-duty
work gloves. I'm sure you will want to practice this
at home.
Replacing a knuckle is easy—you just lift the thing
up into position inside the coupler that's missing one,
and then insert the pin. The real tough part of the
work is the moving of the knuckle to where the
coupler missing one is. There are at least four
methods.
Method 1: When I was living in Bartlett, Texas,
during my band directing days, one evening about
midnight, I heard a southbound MKT freight go into
emergency as it was going through town. I was
living in a small efficiency apartment that the English
teacher rented out, which was a block from the high
school and about eight blocks from the main rail
crossing in town. I figured there might be an
The Derail — July 2017

By David N. Currey

emergency, like a crossing accident, so I got dressed
quickly and drove my car down to Bartlett's main
grade crossing, where I saw the crossing lights
flashing and a train stopped blocking the street.
About the time I got there and parked, I saw some
lantern spotlights being splayed around down
alongside the train toward its rear end, and here came
the conductor and rear brakeman trudging up the
ballast. The brakeman was carrying the heavy
replacement knuckle. He commented to nobody in
particular that it was his first trip as a rookie, and he
was thinking about quitting the railroad. I don't
blame him. It's hard enough trudging alongside a
train with the sloped ballast giving way beneath your
feet. Add the additional weight of a sixty pound
knuckle, and the inability to maintain your balance by
slinging your arms around when necessary to keep
from falling on your face (or your other end), and that
must border on sheer torture.
The rear-end crew replaced the knuckle, and I gave
the conductor a ride five miles up the line to Granger,
where they had a staffed station. The rear brakeman
stayed at the crossing to hop on the caboose when it
came by. The conductor thanked me for the
assistance, and that was probably the only such
assistance he every received from a railfan. I
certainly never received such when I worked for the
Mop, nor did I ever hear of anybody getting such
assistance to one of our crews. I think I've heard or
read in Trains about similar assistance being
rendered, but it is indeed rare.
Method 2: Same as method 1, except the knuckle
gets carried back by the head brakeman. (He would
have had to return to the locomotive to get the
knuckle, because no trainman is going to assume a
broken knuckle.) This method would be applicable if
the train is restricted from proceeding onward by a
red block signal. The next method explains that
aspect.
Method 3: The head brakeman walks back to find the
break with a radio handset in hand, and probably a
spare airhose. When he finds the reason for the break
in the trainline (it could be a busted hose), and there
is no red block signal immediately in front of the
12

Replacing Knuckles (cont.)
train, he radios the engineer, who drops a knuckle off
on the side of the track. The engineer then pulls the
train ahead, and the brakeman rides up on the last car.
When he gets to where the knuckle is lying, he stops
the train, and then lifts the knuckle up onto the
walkway across the end of the last car. He then
radios the train back to the rear of the train, and
replaces the knuckle.
Method 4: This method is hardly ever used. It is like
method 3, except if the broken knuckle happens at a
meeting point with another train, and the timing is
right, the other train can be used to carry the
replacement knuckle to where it's needed.
Method 5: This method is slightly more likely than
method 4. In this one, the train crew gets permission
from the dispatcher to get the knuckle to the spot by
cutting the locomotives off and running down the
mainline or the pass.
I can almost guarantee you the crew will leave the
busted knuckle lying where it fell. In fact, they might
not be able to find it. It is probably back along the
track somewhere, conceivably well behind the
caboose, depending on how fast the train was going.
Railroads periodically send out a magnet crane to
retrieve such refuse and other items such as spikes,
brake rigging, tie plates, etc that maybe scattered
along the mainline. Indeed, I have seen entire cans of
rail spikes sitting somewhere for years before being
retrieved.

By David N. Currey

purchased on eBay about six months ago. It's by an
unknown photographer and source. It shows the
MKT Bartlett passenger-freight station, probably in
the late 1940s or early 1950s. It's a pretty doggone
big depot for a town that the Texas Special didn't
even bother stopping at. The depot was probably on
the east side of the tracks, and that last building in the
distance may be a bottling plant that residents told me
used to distribute a local soft drink brand. It and the
depot were both long gone by the time I was living
there. Bartlett is five miles north of Granger, where
the mainline in the olden days used to split—one line
going to Houston, the other to San Antonio. Later,
when the MKT obtained trackage rights over the MP,
the split happened at Taylor.
During my time on the railroad, we only had to
replace a broken knuckle three times—two of those
times being on the same trip. I specifically remember
using method 3 once. Since I don't specifically
remember the other methods, they probably were not
used in the other two cases. I also never saw a
knuckle without a pin fall out of a coupler, but you
can bet my foot was a long way away anyway. (That
last sentence may have set a Guinness world record
for the number of times that the three-letter
combination “way” has been used in consecutive
words. That seems somehow like an appropriate way
to tie up on, and besides, I need to crack my knuckles
from all this typing. My foot is safely out of the
way!)

One last thing about replacing knuckles: Knuckles
are held in place by a metal pin that fits in a hole
from the top to the bottom of the knuckle. However,
the knuckle is ingeniously designed so that when
closed, it is held in position without the pin. So one
thing they drilled into us during brakeman school was
that, when you opened a knuckle in order to couple
up cars, you did not stand with a foot anywhere near
the area below the knuckle, because if the pin is
missing, that knuckle would fall right out, and if it
lands on your foot, you probably won't have a single
unbroken bone left in it.
I was trying to think of an appropriate photo to
accompany this article, so I decided to use one I
The Derail — July 2017

Bartlett, Texas Passenger Station
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By Al Partlow

As a follow up article to the discussion on box cars
and box car traffic on your model railroad, in this
installment we are going to take a look at “covered
hoppers” and associated covered hopper movements
on your layout.

time, plastic pellet producers were also looking for
larger cars for easy loading and unloading with either
gravity-pneumatic or straight pneumatic discharge
options. Tangent Scale Models has produced these
cars in HO scale.

As shippers faced continuing issues with loading and
unloading bulk products in box cars, and both
shippers and railroads faced serious damage and
spillage problems with these movements, railroad car
builders were faced with the development of a new
type of equipment that could adequately handle these
commodities. This would not only speed up loading
and unloading, but also reduce spillage and damage
to these bulk shipments. As a result, car utilization
would also improve and fewer cars would be needed
in both railroad and private car fleets.

Not to be left out of the expanding covered hopper
market, American Car & Foundry built their first
“Centerflow” car in June of 1961 when they rolled
out SHPX 60000. These cars had a single central line
of outlets on the bottom of the car as opposed to other
designs with two lines of outlets on the side due to
the center sill construction of those cars. These cars
had a capacity of 3,950 cubic feet. AC&F was able
to readily build this “round body” car based on their
tank car building experience.
Later cars had
capacities of 4,600 and 4,650 cubic feet.

The car builder that first comes to mind when one
thinks of covered hoppers is the Pullman-Standard
Company and their Butler, Pennsylvania Plant.
Construction of PS-2 covered hoppers first began in
the late 1940s and continued into the 1950s. Trucks
for these cars included both the 50-ton friction
bearing truck and later the 70-ton roller bearing
variety.
Commodities shipped in these earlier
covered hoppers included dense loads such as
cement, soda ash, foundry sand and, to a limited
extent, grain products. The first cars built were the
two-bay type followed by three-bay cars as car design
and construction advancements came about in the
mid-1950s. From the modeling perspective, Kadee,
Atlas and Bowser have offered numerous versions of
these cars. For transition era modelers looking for a
really unique version of the earlier covered hoppers,
Spring Mills Depot has produced the B&O N-34
Class Wagontop Covered Hoppers, built in 1940.

As other shippers demanded larger cars to handle
their movements, Pullman-Standard developed the PS
-2CD 4,000 cubic foot capacity cars which were built
in the 1962-1964 time period. These 90-100 ton
capacity cars were used mostly for grain, malt,
fertilizer and other similar bulk products. The
common feature of these cars were round roof
hatches and hatch covers. Discharge gates included
either “gravity” or “gravity-pneumatic” outlets.
Tangent has also offered this car in various road
names in HO scale.

Another car builder responding to this increased
demand for larger covered hoppers was General
American with their 3,500-cubic foot “Dry-Flo” cars
in 1959. These cars were ideal for handling
commodities such as oats, malt, rice, fertilizer, feed,
dry chemicals, carbon black, and salt. At the same
The Derail — July 2017

General American followed the larger PullmanStandard cars with their 4,180 cubic foot capacity
“airslide” cars. Over 5,000 of these cars were built
between 1963 and 1980. These cars were used
extensively for flour, sugar, starch, fertilizer, feed,
dry chemicals, plastic pellets and carbon black
shipments. Modelers looking for an accurate version
of these cars should check out the Tangent Scale
Models cars.
The covered hopper car most modern era modelers
have on their layouts is the Pullman-Standard 4,740
cubic foot 100 ton car that was built from 1966 to
1972 and still in service today, primarily in grain
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service. These cars are of the three bay design.
Once more, Tangent is the best source for these cars.
Another covered hopper found on many modern era
layouts is the “plastic pellet” car which was built by
many different prototype car builders such as Trinity
and American Railcar. This type of covered hopper
usually has four bays where you gain more cubic feet
of capacity because of the extra bay and you lose less
cubic footage to the slope sheets. Dimensionally, a
263,000 pound capacity pellet car is larger than the
same size grain car, as you need more cubic feet of
pellets to equal 263,000 pounds of weight. Currently,
286,000 pounds is the maximum car contents weight
on U.S. railroads (315,000 pounds gross car weight),
although some rail routes will not accommodate this

weight. Typically, pellet cars have bowed plain sides
while grain cars have flat sides, some with exterior
bracing. Most pellet cars are also a little taller than
grain cars and have round hatches. Usually pellet
cars are owned by rail car leasing companies or the
actual pellet producer such as Dow Chemical or
DuPont. Model manufacturers include Athearn,
Atlas, Walthers and Accurail.
Regardless of the era that you model, covered hopper
cars should be included in your freight car fleet.
Whether just a few cars on the roster for transition era
modelers or “unit trains” of grain, potash, or cement
for modern era modelers, covered hoppers offer yet
another interesting car type for your model railroad.

June Minutes
President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order at
6:55pm. There were four visitors: Jeff Hamilton,
Margaret Slutz, Divina Gato-Hogno and Geoffrey
Hogno.
Clinic
David Currey introduced Jacobi Ford who is working
on marketing of the Texas High Speed Rail Project.
She reviewed the status of the project between
Houston and Dallas. She covered routes, land
acquisition, projections, schedules and ticket cost.
The group asked several questions, both presubmitted and spontaneous.
Refreshments
Virginia Freitag and Chuck Clark handled cookies
and punch for the meeting.
Treasurer’s Report
The May 31 bank balance was $15,293.47.
Expenses for the month were $115 for web site
charges and $300 for module rebates from the
Greater Houston Train Show.
The May minutes were approved as published.
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By Al Partlow

By Richard Louvet

Lone Star Region/Division 8
Check
the
Division
8
website
at:
www.texasgulfdivision.org for information on
clinics. The next clinic (July) will be a “Make and
Take” building clinic.
Train Show
The World’s Greatest Hobby on Tour will be at the
NRG Park Arena February 3-4, 2018.
Bob Barnett requested Dick Louvet to reserve a booth
for the show.
Derail
Bob read a thank-you note from Terri Brogoitti for
the gift card for her work on the newsletter.
New Business
There was some discussion on publishing a new list
of Houston area modelers. We will shoot for late this
year.
The meeting as adjourned at 8:02.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, JULY 11 (2ND TUESDAY)

Derail Staff

“T & P Steam”

Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

by

Steve Sandifer

Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Don Formanek
locogeared@gmail.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Pete Leach
pleachtx55@gmail.com
Richard Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com
Kelly Russell
krussl@yahoo.com

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Greg Slutz (cookies)

Video Corner

Grand Canyon Railway Steam
Double-Header
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fy8Wv56ZqE
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